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Une Fin

There will be no broken chair, no unlit lamp, no left conversation, there will 
be no crushed galaxies, we will memorize the Greek gods for clarity and 
pray to the Roman gods for liberty, Aragon will guide us, we will no longer 

turn blue of wound in the empty rooms of after lives, we will no longer be bruised, 
our bodies folded in half like forgotten fairytales, like the beaten frame of doors 
where we declared our name. What’s a land, what’s a land? The country we pretend 
to go to when we can’t find the form of our faces. We will never see the sea the way 
we saw it together nor the wind that push us back into an old language we refuse 
to forget, like a book unopened after decades, the pages braced together. Where are 
the gods in our blames? But let’s not leave yet. After all, we’ve just arrived.
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